eDiscovery
Leading eDiscovery specialists
providing comprehensive solutions to
support litigation, dispute resolution
and investigative matters.

About us
Operating globally, CYFOR is a leading eDiscovery, Digital Forensics
and Cyber Security provider. These specialisms extensively cover
commercial, criminal and corporate investigations, as well as litigation
and dispute resolution matters.
Our ability to combine specialist digital forensic techniques, with
eDiscovery workflows and advanced data analytics, provides a leading
edge, with a proven capability from extraction through to production.
Individually, our expert analysts are recognised as some of the leading
specialists in the industry. As a team, their combined expertise
becomes even more powerful for the most complex of cases.
We are instructed by clients from a full spectrum of industries and
offer a bespoke solution on highly contentious, multi-lingual and multijurisdictional matters with time critical deadlines. This breadth of
experience, combined with a highly secure infrastructure, enables us to
operate at the highest level on a vast range of investigations.

cyfor.co.uk

Combining Dynamic eDiscovery Solutions
With Digital Forensics Expertise
Specialists

Forensic Data Collection

CYFOR’s Digital Forensics and eDiscovery personnel are recognised as

Capturing digital evidence using forensically sound methodology is

some of the industry's leading specialists. Their experience spans

vital if the integrity of any subsequent investigation or disclosure is to

small bespoke matters, through to large, highly complex and multi-

be maintained.

jurisdictional investigations and disclosure projects.

Our digital forensic specialists operate globally, often travelling at

Our eDiscovery team are all Relativity Certified Administrators and are

short notice to ensure that a complete set of onsite data is recovered.

experts in Relativity Analytics & Technology Assisted Review. This

We also have the ability to remote access and download data from

enables them to handle the most complex cases, while going above

computers using bespoke, secure software.

and beyond to exceed client expectations.

Fixed Quoting Structure

Infrastructure

Producing information for review and analysis in response to

The importance of security in both our corporate practices and in

disclosure requirements can be time consuming and expensive.

the work undertaken for clients, is something we view as hugely

With over a decade of experience in eDiscovery we know it’s essential

important. That’s why our secure infrastructure is ISO 27001

to have a handle on costs. That is why we provide transparent, concise

accredited and independently inspected by The Metropolitan Police.

and easy to digest fixed price quotations. This not only helps your

This allows for the scalability of our eDiscovery service within

clients predict costs but also enables the eDiscovery process to be

complex investigations, providing you with the tools and managed

applied to smaller cases on an investigatory basis.

services to ensure your requirements are met.

Complimentary Consultations

Secure Data Hosting

We understand the multiple challenges that are faced within

We protect our client’s data by hosting in our own secure data farm

eDiscovery, including transparent upfront costs. That is why we offer

situated within our head office. CYFOR data security is powered by

no obligation, complimentary consultations from our industry experts.

an intelligent security model using high-performance infrastructure

We also endeavour to provide a realistic and competitive cost

allowing 24/7 access, which is maintained by a handful of NPPV

estimate on the day an enquiry is made.

security cleared senior employees.

Technology
Online document review platforms are powerful and indispensable tools in the eDiscovery process. CYFOR has strong partnerships and full
certification with ‘best of breed’ eDiscovery software vendors, enabling us to provide a full suite of services for the disclosure of electronically stored
information (ESI). This full spectrum of review platforms allows for vast amounts of data to be processed and disseminated in the most complex of
investigations, while drastically reducing time and costs.

Relativity is an advanced online review platform, incorporating

As an eDiscovery solution, Nuix’s exceptional processing power

email threading, predictive coding and advanced search analytics

enables CYFOR to search, process and manage vast quantities of

technology. These core features vastly improve review speed

data. From collection through to production, Nuix is the go to

and allow data to be filtered and visualised.

platform for extensive data management and remote downloads.

eDiscovery Services

▪

Complimentary consultations & advice

▪

Fixed price quotations

▪

EDQ consultancy

▪

Forensic data collection

▪

De-duplication & keyword consultancy

▪

Early case assessment

▪

Online document review

▪

Secure data hosting & back up

▪

Bespoke training

▪

Onsite processing

▪

Predictive coding

▪

Search & analysis

▪

Print, export & production

▪

Audio data management

Online Review Platform Demonstrations
As eDiscovery specialists, we have at our disposal the industry leading Relativity online review platform. To illustrate its full potential within an
eDiscovery environment, we offer complimentary demonstrations arranged at your convenience. These are hosted by one of our senior
eDiscovery specialists, via secure HD web conferencing, and cover the core advanced features of the platform, including predictive coding,
visual analytics and email threading.
Book your complimentary Relativity demonstration;
e: contact@cyfor.co.uk
t: +44 (0) 207 438 2045

“

The CYFOR eDiscovery team were extremely
responsive in data preservation, ensuring that
our client’s business continuity was not
interrupted and completing the collection
efficiently. Both Eversheds and our client were
extremely impressed by the professionalism of
CYFOR. The efficiency and cost savings made,
ensured that the case was completed on time
and to budget.

Eversheds Sutherland LLP

Contact us
cyfor.co.uk
contact@cyfor.co.uk
London +44 (0) 207 438 2045
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Twitter @CYFORlegal
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